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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - MORNING

The house is a buzz of energy - VIVIENNE packing Drew's
bag, CHRIS speeding around putting on a tie and searching
for his suitcase, even CHESS looking for her keys.

Drifting in the middle of the chaos is a sleepy-looking
DREW, rubbing his eyes and eying his crazed surroundings.

DREW (V.O.)
Career Fair, the day my insecurities
about the future get underlined
and pointed out for all my friends
and family to see. Joy of joys.

He blinks, the sound dropping out of the scene, watching
Viv RAMBLE as she crams his bag full of way too much food.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
My mom's usually pretty crazy anyway
but she gets intense when we talk
about my future. I think she's
afraid I'll never figure out what
I want to do with my life.

(beat)
She's not exactly wrong. The only
talents I seem to have developed
are giving great head and attracting
unwanted suitors.

He sees Chess digging under the couch for something.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
My dad knew when he was fifteen
that he wanted to get into business.
Now he's a bank manager.

(beat)
Chess has a new ambition every
week. Hollywood publicist, actress,
make-up artist... she might not be
committed but at least she's driven.

Chris darts by Drew, kissing him on top of his head as he
vanishes out the front door. Drew pulls away, looking
uncomfortable.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I'm pretty sure my dad's already
given up on me.

Drew turns, watching as his father vanishes out the door.
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INT. DALEY HOUSE - MORNING

A shirtless, sleepy KIAN trudges through the house, stopping
at a doorway and BANGING on it with his fist.

KIAN
Alice! School is in a half hour!
Get outta bed so I can drive you!

He stops. Hears muffled YELLING from inside.

KIAN (CONT'D)
Uh, Alice-

ALICE (O.S.)
(muffled)

Not going in! Stomach flu!

Kian sighs. He raises his fist to knock again-

And the door opens to reveal a fully-clothed BRANDON,
backpack slung across his shoulder!

KIAN
(surprised)

Morning.

BRANDON
Outta the way, asshole.

Flabbergasted, Kian can just watch Brandon as he shoves
past him and out of sight. The sound of the front door
swinging SHUT.

Kian looks to Alice, who is under the bedcovers. He gives
the air a sniff.

KIAN
(scowls)

I don't even want to know.

He SLAMS her bedroom door and leaves.

EXT. CHESS' CAR - MORNING

Drew sits in the passenger seat as they pull up to the
school.

CHESS
Alright, I get the whole carpooling
save the whales thing but be ready
to call your mom if I'm too busy
to give you a ride home.

DREW
What else could you possibly be
doing?
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CHESS
I do have other friends.

DREW
Imaginary or ordered off the
internet?

Chess gives him a light SMACK and begins touching up her
makeup in the mirror.

DREW (CONT'D)
Besides, we'll get out of the Career
Fair thing at the same time-

CHESS
Oh, I'm not going.

DREW
(blinks)

You're stranding me?

CHESS
Baby bird's gotta fly sometime.
Besides, I have recon. You'll thank
me later.

She hops out of the car as Drew struggles to keep up.

DREW
What the hell is recon?

He watches as she crosses the parking lot, meeting up with
Brandon! She gives Brandon a smile and the two head off
campus.

Drew watches them go, worry flashing across his face.

FADE OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MORNING

Drew walks towards the entrance of the school when somebody
catches his eye: ISAAC!

He quickly changes direction and heads straight for him.
Isaac's face lights up into a big smile.

ISAAC
Hey there, stranger. Feels like
it's been a while.

DREW (V.O.)
Because it has. It's a thing called
avoiding you.

The minute Drew's within reach, he pulls him in and KISSES
him! It only lasts a few seconds before Drew pulls away.

ISAAC
Everything alright? I was almost
worried!

DREW (V.O.)
Gee, almost? I'm touched.

Drew pauses. Thinks.

DREW (CONT'D)
No, everything's fine. I'm sorry I
haven't called or text or... you
know, actually seen you. I've been
busy--

(voice-over)
Avoiding your cheating ass.

(aloud)
With Homework. Math! It's the devil.

Isaac doesn't linger on the topic, he's straight into
flirtation mode:

ISAAC
Well you should make it up to me
by coming over tonight!

DREW
(bitter)

Just me or are your posse gonna be
hiding under the bed?

The tone makes Isaac pause.

ISAAC
You sure everything's okay?
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DREW
(quick)

Why wouldn't it be?

He leans in and kisses Isaac again, placing a hand on his
chest in an affectionate manner.

DREW (CONT'D)
Tonight sounds great but for now I
have to go do this lame Career
Fair thing.

ISAAC
(grins)

Sucks to be you.

With a final kiss to Drew's cheek, Isaac saunters away.

DREW (V.O.)
It really does!

Drew just watches him leave, his face showing his conflicted
emotions clearer than ever.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR

Drew makes his way down the hall, eying BANNERS for the
Career Fair. He spots Kian by his locker and moves to meet
him.

DREW
Kian, hey.

Kian clocks Drew coming his way and hesitates. He looks
nervous. Almost a little scared.

KIAN
Hey dude.

DREW
Look, I wanted to check, we're
cool about putting the whole...
thing behind us.

(beat)
Just friends, right?

KIAN
Friends, yeah. Totally cool.

Kian smiles. There's something sad about the smile though.
Drew doesn't seem to notice.

DREW
Awesome. Because you're cool. I
like cool.

Drew jerks his head towards the gym, whose wide open doors
show off the CAREERS DAY booths inside.
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DREW (CONT'D)
So... I guess, wanna go to this
thing together? Only thing worse
than going to a Career Fair is
going alone.

KIAN
I'd be honored.

The two stroll into the gym together, both pleased.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - GYM

The two move through the crowded aisles between the booths,
eying ones like GYNECOLOGIST and MECHANIC and SOCIAL MEDIA
GURU.

DREW
So... What's your dream career
then?

KIAN
My dad says NFL. My mom says lawyer.

(beat)
Alice says hobo.

Drew chuckles.

DREW
And what do you say?

KIAN
(smirks)

I've always thought I'd made a
great house husband.

DREW
(small grin)

Living the dream.

KIAN
How about you? What's your big
dream?

DREW
I will get back to you once-

SHANNON bursts from the crowd, racing up to them with a
clipboard.

SHANNON
Once you've taken your aptitude
tests, of course!

DREW
Wow! Uh, hi Shannon. I'd say it's
nice to see you, but, you know...
You're kind of insane and scary.
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Shannon gives him a deadpan look, then hands each of the
boys a thick stack of paper.

SHANNON
Mr. Bell couldn't get the program
to work on the computers and still
refuses to be alone in the same
room with me so I could show him
how to work it, so we're doing
paper tests. Enjoy.

She sweeps off, practically leaving a trail of dust.

KIAN
You're right, that girl is kinda
crazy.

The two move to a table to fill out their papers.

KIAN (CONT'D)
So I know Isaac's not around, but
what about Chess? Isn't she your
main bosom buddy?

DREW
She ditched to spend the day with
Brandon, of all people.

KIAN
That's new.

DREW
You're telling me! Apparently she's
doing 'recon' for me with Brandon.

That gets Kian's attention. He glances up at Drew.

KIAN
Why? Do you guys have, like, a
history?

Drew freezes slightly. Should he tell?

DREW
No, he's just... well, he gets a
bit intense sometimes. There's
vibes.

KIAN
That explains him messing up Isaac's
moneymaker.

Kian mimes a hard right hook and Drew chuckles.

DREW
Exactly.
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KIAN
He and Littlewell should start an
Intense Club. They can talk really
fast and beat everybody up.

(beat)
That's a really terrible idea.

Drew chuckles.

KIAN (CONT'D)
You gonna talk to her dad?

DREW
Shannon's?

KIAN
No, Chess' dad. About hanging out
with Brandon? I mean, they're not
braiding each other's hair, are
they?

DREW
And betray her friendship? Nah,
she'd kill me.

(worried)
She'll be fine. I'm sure she will.

Kian thinks this over.

Meanwhile, Drew notices a HOT GUY (22) staring at them.
Said hot guy smirks expectantly, like he was waiting for
them to notice.

He strides up to them, hand outstretched.

DREW (CONT'D)
You look familiar. Are you a
teaching assistant or something?

HOT GUY
(chuckles)

Not exactly. You're Drew Cunningham
and Kian Daley, right?

DREW
Yeah. How'd you know?

HOT GUY
I graduated a couple years back
but I've still got my sources here.
Jake, Jake Kinnaman.

Jake eyes both guys up and down appreciatively. Drew follows
suit with a small grin.

DREW (V.O.)
Whatever career you're selling,
I'm buying.
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KIAN
Are you here for the Career Fair?
'Cause you seem a little young,
dude.

JAKE
Kind of. Except the school doesn't
want me here.

He winks playfully. Drew's all but falling into his trap:

DREW
(grins)

That's intriguing.

KIAN
(dark)

Yeah, that's the word for it.

JAKE
I dropped out after eleventh grade
here and moved out to LA.

DREW
I do not want to be an actor!

JAKE
Again, not what I'm here for.
Exactly.

Jake queues something up on his phone and hands it to Drew.

JAKE (CONT'D)
That you?

It's the VIDEO from the pilot. Drew's face buried between
his ex's legs.

Drew looks up from the video to look at Jake, confused.

JAKE (CONT'D)
When I turned 18, I got scouted
for Young Men Incumming, a porn
studio. Now, I'm a vet on the gay
scene and I've picked up a handful
of regular escorting clients, too.
And as skeezy as it sounds... The
money is about ten times what you'll
get at any other entry-level gig.
At least.

Kian scrunches up his face in disgust... But Drew is
intrigued.

DREW
Yeah?
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JAKE
I'm expanding beyond performing
now, into producing. I'm here
scouting and a friend passed along
your video. If your technique is
as good as it looks... Let's just
say I'd love to give it a test
drive.

Jake reaches out his hand. Drew clasps it tight, and Jake
pulls him closer, leans into his ear:

JAKE (CONT'D)
I've heard you're stuck to that
asshole, Mr. Bell. Don't let him
fuck with your life like he tried
with me. Be your own man.

Jake shakes Drew's hand, kisses him on the cheek and walks
off. Drew watches him, practically dazed.

KIAN
That was fucking weird.

DREW
That was awesome.

Drew slowly smiles.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - JUNKIES PARADISE - DAY

Brandon and Chess sit at a picnic table, passing a blunt
between them.

CHESS
This place isn't nearly as scary
as I thought.

BRANDON
Wanna hear a secret? The hard drug
users don't go anywhere near this
place. They go underneath the
Washington Ave Bridge.

CHESS
Cool. Good to know.

She lets out a cloud of smoke. Smiles lazily.

CHESS (CONT'D)
This is nice.

BRANDON
(warm)

Yeah, a fun little break from your
real life.

She shoots him a look. He chuckles.
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BRANDON (CONT'D)
You're not a pothead, kid. You're
a teacher's daughter who just broke
up with the football quarterback.
Trust me, this is a phase.

Chess smiles at that. Shrugs.

CHESS
Maybe. How about you and Drew?
That a phase?

Brandon's eyes widen, she smacks him lightly.

CHESS (CONT'D)
I'm his best friend. Literally he
and I are the only ones who know.

BRANDON
Good. Christ, I was worried.

(beat)
Don't tell Alice, she'll cut my
balls off.

CHESS
You're still with her? You saw how
much of a bitch she was to me,
right?

Brandon suddenly looks very uncomfortable.

BRANDON
I dunno, things are complicated.

(quick)
As for me and Drew... Is that even
a thing? He's got that pretty-boy
boyfriend, I've got Alice...

CHESS
Brandon. Your beard doesn't count.

BRANDON
Did you ever consider I might be
bisexual?

Chess thinks for a beat.

She turns to him and slips into his lap, covering his mouth
with hers and KISSING him. She puts one of his hands on
her BOOB and ducks her other hand between his legs.

His eyes go wide. He freezes.

She pulls away, grabs the blunt and INHALES. Breathes out.

CHESS
Yeah, you're gay.

He looks at her. Laughs, bemused.
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BRANDON
You know, you're pretty cool.

CHESS
(laughs)

I know, honey. I know.
(beat)

Kian?

Brandon turns, sees Kian coming towards them from the
school!

BRANDON
Please say he didn't see that.

CHESS
Uh, yeah. That would be bad.

Kian approaches, angry.

KIAN
Chess, can we have a minute?

CHESS
Kind of busy, Kian, but thank you.

KIAN
Busy at Junkie's Paradise with
this asshole? Let me commend you
on your life choices here.

The tone catches Chess by surprise.

CHESS
I'm sorry, when did you become the
boss of my life? It's none of your
business.

KIAN
Hey Brandon, do you think Mr. Bell
will keep giving you pity C's on
your essays if he knows you're out
here with his daughter?

Brandon hops off the picnic bench.

BRANDON
I think the lady was pretty clear.
Back off, jock strap.

KIAN
Or else what, you'll punch Isaac?
Seems that's the only move you've
got these days-

CHESS
Brandon, don't-
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Brandon scowls, steps up and SLAMS his fist into Kian's
face!

Kian reels back, a hand going to his bloody nose.

He smiles - and then he CHARGES Brandon, slamming into him
and sending both boys rolling across the concrete! The two
are a mess of angry limbs, delivering HIT after HIT!

Chess darts forward, grabbing Kian and THROWING him off of
Brandon. Kian steps back. Eyes them.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Kian! Just go, okay? Stop being
such an ass.

Kian scowls and storms off, leaving Chess and Brandon on
their own. They share a worried look.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR. BELL'S CLASSROOM - DAY

MR BELL paces the length of the classroom. Drew sits in
the class, lost in thought. A handful of recurring students,
like Shannon and BEAR, at also in class.

MR. BELL
The mentor figure in literature is
a very clear archetype. Their role
is to guide the protagonist on
their journey.

(beat)
What, class, happens to the mentor?

Mr Bell ignores Shannon's raised hand.

MR. BELL (CONT'D)
Anyone?

(sighs)
Alright, what happened to Gandalf
in the first Lord of the Rings
movie? Or Dumbledore in Harry
Potter?

BEAR
Hey, Mr. Bell, I haven't finished
the books yet! Spoilers!

Mr Bell sighs. Drew raises his hand.

DREW
They die.

MR. BELL
Exactly! The mentor must die so
that the protagonist must learn
how to become a hero. Make the
right choices on his own.

The BELL cuts him off.
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MR. BELL (CONT'D)
Alright, gang. Tomorrow we'll
discuss the role of the love
interest.

The class pour out... except Drew, who approaches him.

DREW
Hey, Mr Bell.

MR. BELL
(grins)

Drew! How's it going? Did you and
Chess like the Career Fair?

An awkward pause. Drew avoids Mr Bell's eye for a second.

DREW
Yeah, we did.

Drew squirms, looking down at his hands.

MR. BELL
Drew, what's wrong?

DREW
Do you know a guy named Jake
Kinnaman?

Mr Bell's face darkens.

MR. BELL
Why do you ask?

DREW
He was at the Career Fair. He...
you know that video from when I
first started here?

Mr Bell nods, anger slipping into his expression.

DREW (CONT'D)
He saw it, and was scouting me for
a job. You know, once I graduate.

MR. BELL
(serious)

If you see him again, I want you
to turn around and never look back.

DREW
Harsh.

MR. BELL
Alright. Drew. You know how I
believe every person deserves a
second, third, fourth chance?

(MORE)
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MR. BELL (CONT'D)
(dark)

That does not apply to Jake
Kinnamen. He is poison, Drew. Steer
clear.

Drew frowns. Nods.

DREW
Got it. See you tomorrow, alright?

MR. BELL
(smiles)

See you.

Drew exits the classroom:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - DAY

He leaves the class to find JAKE leaning against the
lockers, waiting for him. When he sees Drew, he opens one
hand:

A HOTEL KEY hangs from one finger. Jake grins.

JAKE
What do you say, Deep Throat?

Drew tosses a glance back at the classroom and then looks
to Jake. Smiles.

JAKE (CONT'D)
Let the test begin.

Off Drew's smirk:

FADE OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR. BELL'S CLASSROOM - EVENING

Mr Bell sits at his desk, marking papers. A light KNOCK
grabs his attention.

He looks up and Kian strides inside. His face a MESS from
the fight earlier.

MR. BELL
My God, Kian. Are you alright?

KIAN
I'm fine. But... you need to talk
to Chess.

Kian moves forward to Mr Bell's desk, looking down at him.

MR. BELL
Surely my daughter didn't do this
to you.

KIAN
No, but she was there.

MR. BELL
(confused)

I'm sorry?

KIAN
Brandon attacked me. I caught him
and Chess down in Junkies Paradise
smoking a blunt.

Mr Bell's expression darkens immediately.

MR. BELL
Oh my god...

(thinks)
When was this?

KIAN
During the Fair.

MR. BELL
But Drew said she was at the Fair
with him...

(realizes)
He lied?

KIAN
Don't blame him. He was going to
come to you but I didn't want him
to wreck his friendship with Chess.
And don't blame her, the thing
with Preston was ugly.
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MR. BELL
I know how bad it got.

KIAN
I'm sorry, Mr. Bell, but teachers
don't know shit about what happens
here. Parents even less.

Mr Bell sighs, nods.

MR. BELL
Thank you for telling me, Kian.
I'll speak with her.

Kian nods and exits, leaving Mr Bell sitting, worried.

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - PORCH - NIGHT

Isaac stands on the porch to the Cunningham house, his
phone pressed to his ear. He's getting impatient.

He knocks on the door again and waits.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Jake lies in bed, shirtless. He gives a strangled YELL of
pleasure, twisting and writhing.

He climaxes with a SHOUT. Lies back, sated.

Drew crawls up next to him, grabbing a shot of TEQUILA off
the bedside table to wash out his mouth. He downs it with
a SHIVER.

JAKE
You are fucking good at that.
Where'd you learn that shit?

DREW
Practice.

JAKE
I was fucking ten guys a week
oncamera, not to mention leisure
play, for a bit. I've had more
dicks in my mouth than food and I
can't do that. It's not just
practice, you're goddamn gifted.

While Jake talks, Drew picks up his cell phone. He sees
the incoming call from Isaac and after a moment of
hesitation, DECLINES it.

DREW
(proud)

If you say so.
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JAKE
You know what? Fuck porn. You don't
need to be good for that shit,
just look good, and you're years
from being legal anyway. If we're
going to break the law, might as
well make it worth it.

Drew turns to look at him, confused.

DREW
What do you mean?

JAKE
Come down to LA for the summer.
I'll set you up in a really nice
apartment and teach you tricks of
the trade. Escorting.

DREW
I don't know-

JAKE
You being under eighteen drives
the price up - way up. The money
is... let's just say by the end of
the summer you'll be able to go to
Harvard if you want.

Drew raises his eyebrows. Now he's intrigued.

JAKE (CONT'D)
And it's all rich guys so you're
not gonna catch anything or be in
any dangerous situations. They
pull anything and we can ruin them.

Drew nods, starting to smile.

DREW
Sounds... really promising,
actually.

Jake turns, grabbing his pants from the ground and pulling
out A BUSINESS CARD.

He hands it to Drew.

JAKE
Call me in the summer. You'll make
us both a lot of fuckin' money.

Jake lies back on his pillow. Drew does the same, staring
up at the ceiling, his eyes wide with cautious excitement.

But after a moment, he frowns.
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EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - NIGHT

Isaac walks away from the house, disappointment written
across his face. He's talking into his cell phone:

ISAAC
I dunno what's going on but I
thought we were supposed to be
doing stuff tonight. I stopped by
yours but nobody's home and...

(sighs)
Just call me. I'm a little worried.

He hangs up. His disappointment starts to turn to anger.

INT. BELL RESIDENCE - NIGHT

Mr Bell and Drew sit together.

DREW
So... I met up with Jake. After
you said not to.

Mr Bell's jaw drops.

MR. BELL
Drew, I can't believe you wouldn't
trust me. Whatever he said to you-

DREW
Is my decision to listen to. Or
not. You know me, Mr Bell. You
know I'll make the right choice,
right? You have a little bit of
faith in me?

Mr Bell smiles.

MR. BELL
You're a good kid, Drew. Just...
be careful.

(sighs)
Jake Kinnaman was... Well, he was
the last kid I mentored before
you. He was brilliant. A vibrant
voice, able to convince anyone of
anything. I pointed him towards
some of the best English,
Journalism, even Political Science
programs in the country. He could
have gotten into any of them.

DREW
What happened?

MR. BELL
He got scouted at a mall by some
forty-something agent from LA.

(MORE)
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MR. BELL (CONT'D)
'Auditioned'. The summer after
junior year, he slept with men for
money. He'd call me every week,
telling me he didn't want to do it
any more. That he felt disgusting.

(beat)
After a while, though... he stopped
calling. And now, he pretends that
I tried to control him, like I
stood in the way of his dreams.

(cold)
He did this to himself. And in
twenty years he'll look back and
see what he did to his life, and
then... he'll call me. And I'm not
going to pick up.

Drew eyes Mr Bell, shocked at his manner. Nods.

DREW
Yeah, I... I get it. Thanks. I'd
better get home.

MR. BELL
Drive safe. And let me know-

DREW
If I hear from Chess, yeah, I know.
I'm sorry I didn't tell you-

MR. BELL
Kian explained, and I understand.
Don't worry about it.

At that, Drew blinks, surprised. Smiles.

DREW
Kian's a pretty good guy, huh?

MR. BELL
Yeah. Yeah, he is.

Drew leaves.

Mr Bell sits, waiting for Chess. Sad, worried.

The door OPENS.

CHESS (O.S.)
Dad?

He looks up as Chess enters the room.

MR. BELL
We need to talk.

She immediately takes note of his dark expression.
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INT. DALEY HOUSE - NIGHT

Kian approaches Alice's door. She opens it, cheeks damp
and red from wiped-away tears.

ALICE
Will you just go--

She gapes at the sight of his bruised face.

ALICE (CONT'D)
What the hell happened to you?

KIAN
Your boyfriend.

Kian moves into her room-

INT. DALEY HOUSE - ALICE'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

He sits on the bed, looking at her. She sighs, sits beside
him. Slips her hand in his.

ALICE
What happened?

KIAN
I caught him getting high with --

ALICE
(interrupts)

Chess?

KIAN
Yeah.

Her sadness turns into anger. Jealousy, even.

KIAN (CONT'D)
Wait, did you know?

ALICE
Trust me, I knew. Brandon and I
fought about it last week. We almost
broke up.

(beat; sad)
Actually, he almost dumped me.

She looks away from Kian, wiping at her wet cheeks.

KIAN
He's an asshole.

Kian looks straight at his sister, eyes pleading with her.

KIAN (CONT'D)
When are you going to date a guy
who treats you better than something
stuck to their shoe?
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She avoids meeting his eyes.

ALICE
(determined)

He cares about me, you just don't
see it. He does.

Kian sighs. Throws his arm around her. She leans her head
on his shoulder and the two sit quietly.

EXT. HOTEL - NIGHT

Jake steps out of his hotel and, with a CLICK, lights a
cigarette.

MR. BELL (O.S.)
You shouldn't be here.

Jake turns to see Mr Bell approaching. He's never looked
so angry before.

For the record, Jake looks more smug than ever.

JAKE
Hey buddy, I wondered when I'd be
seeing you!

MR. BELL
Get out of town, Jake. I'm not
joking around.

JAKE
What, am I interrupting your new
project? Want a bit of Drew
Cunningham to yourself?

Mr Bell's hand twitches ever so slightly as his anger
continues to rise.

MR. BELL
You let yourself down. I'm not
going to let you drag anybody down
with you, not Drew and not any of
the boys at my school.

JAKE
(laughs)

Are you trying to scare me off?
Because really, you're not exactly--

Jake turns - and gets a PUNCH to the face, sending him
sprawling!

He's off his guard. Another PUNCH, a knee to the GROIN
downs him.

His cigarette hits the ground. Burns out as Mr Bell KICKS
Jake's ribs. One. Two. Three. Jake gives a YELL of pain.
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Mr Bell looks down at him, his face ugly with rage.

MR. BELL
Drew Cunningham is off limits. You
do not call him, you do not take
his calls. You never met him. Go
back to LA and put Sunset Valley
in your rearview.

With one more KICK to the ribs for good measure:

MR. BELL (CONT'D)
Or else.

Mr Bell walks away, leaving Jake sprawled on the concrete.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM - NIGHT

Drew lies on his bed, on the phone. He looks down at Jake's
business card as he waits.

JAKE (O.S.)
(through phone)

This is Jake Kinnaman's voicemail,
leave a message.

Being sent to voicemail seems to trouble Drew more than it
should.

DREW
Jake, it's Drew. I know this is
like the third message I've left
you tonight but I've been thinking
about the deal a lot... can we
meet tomorrow? Bar 13, maybe?

He smiles to himself.

EXT. HIGHWAY - NIGHT

Jake, his face bloodied and bruises, DRIVES AWAY from Sunset
Valley as fast as he can.

DREW (V.O.)
(optimistic)

I'll be waiting.

He passes the "Now Leaving Sunset Valley" sign. He doesn't
even look back.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM

Back on Drew on his bed. He checks his messages, only to
see half a dozen from Isaac.

DREW (V.O.)
That's an issue that can wait for
another day.
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Throwing his phone to the side, he picks up the card and
walks across the room, his eyes not leaving it for a moment.

He reaches down and slips the card into the bottom drawer
of his dresser.

DREW (CONT'D)
So-

The DOORBELL interrupts his thought.

DREW (CONT'D)
It's 3am, somebody's just asking
for my dad to snap their-

The BELL goes again. And AGAIN. And AGAIN!

DREW (CONT'D)
For fuck's sake! I'm coming!

He heads out:

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - PORCH - NIGHT

The front door opens and Drew steps out to find BRANDON
sitting on his porch bench, so drunk he can barely speak.

DREW
Brandon? What the-

BRANDON
Drew! We need to...

Brandon rubs his eyes and attempts to stand. Wobbles.

DREW
Brandon--

Drew steps forward to grab him and stop his fall.

Brandon takes this opportunity to shove his face forward
and He KISSES Drew!

He stumbles, shoving Drew up against the wall of his house.
Holding himself up from the wall by his hands, towering
over Drew, he looks at the smaller boy's face.

Brandon scrunches his face up, like it's hard to talk.

BRANDON
I'm in- I fucking love you, Drew.
I fucking love you.

It takes a few moments and then the words start to dawn on
Drew...

BLACK OUT.

END OF EPISODE
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